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Key texts: II TIM 2:1-4; EPH 6:13 

   
INTRO 
In our culture we are faced with 3 difficulties:  
1. the unholy trinity - hedonism [worship of senses], narcissism [worship of self] materialism 
[worship of stuff].  
Secondly, we believe we cannot really connect to the spiritual world.   
Third, our culture is often simply ignorant about discipline.   
ROMANS 6:1,2 
PROVERBS 12:1  
Discipline involves putting off and putting on.  
 
7 STEPS TOWARD SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE 
STEP 1. Battle Plan - EPH 6:13  
Intentionality plus Resolve plus Thoughtfulness - results in a Plan   
Analyze your situation, identify problems, and choose a new direction.  II TIM 2:4   
 
STEP 2. Basic training [Putting OFF] 
Shed weight ….HEB 12:1 I Peter 2:1   
the discipline of confession.  Psalm 51, James 5:16   
the discipline of simplicity. I Peter 1:13    
the discipline of fasting Proverbs 25:28   
 
STEP 3. Burn bridges and build walls [Putting OFF] 
Burn bridges – discard old habits and anything that tempts you. Matthew 5:27-30  
Build walls – block re-entry into old habits.   
The way we act begins with what we think about. Philippians 4:8:9   
the discipline of accountability 
 
 STEP 4. Prepare armor {Putting ON} 
Matt 12:43-45 ; EPH 6:10-20 
The Disciplines of prayer, meditation, solitude and study  
  
STEP 5. Gather weapons {Putting ON} 
The Discipline of study – get in the word   
 
STEP 6. March with others - {Putting ON} 
ALLIES – The Discipline of community 

Models [study solid Christians]   
 Mentors [hang out with wiser ones than you] 

Ministry [find someone for you to mentor/disciple] 



ARTILLERY - Discipline of worship 
“True worship begins in Holy Expectancy and it ends in Holy Obedience.”  
INFANTRY - Discipline of service    
CAVALRY - Discipline of evangelism   

 
CONCLUSION 
Begin with baby steps. 
Beware enemy propaganda…get back on the horse! 
Beware worshipping the disciplines – keep Christ at the center. 
Beware getting puffed up.  
Beware imbalance and extremes. 
Beware of judging another person’s discipline. 

“Cheap grace is grace without discipleship, grace without the cross, grace without Jesus Christ, 
living and incarnate.”   Dietrich Bonheoffer   

 

NEXT STEPS 
I need to develop a Battle Plan and choose to be a good soldier. 
I need to PUT OFF ___________ 
I need to PUT ON ____________ 
I need to grow in the discipline of__________ 
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